Built-in beer dispenser

The dispenser gives the pleasure of
refreshing with a cool beer whenever you
want. Following the typical twisting ritual,
from a 5 liter barrel. You will enjoy your
beer at the desired temperature.

Profile
Completely made of stainless steel 304 has a refrigerated
compartment for 5 liter beer barrel, pressurized and
non-pressurized bottle cleaning, analogue pressure gauge and
liquid crystal display with function indications, courtesy led.
Functions
We can adjust the temperature from 3 ° C to 12 ° C and cool the
barrel from 3 ° C to 25 ° C in 9 hours. It is recommended to keep
the barrel in the refrigerator at least 12 hours before inserting it
into the scaler. By doing so, once pre-cooled, the dispenser will
keep the temperature programmed by you for an indefinite period.

Features
- Refrigerated compartment for 5 liter beer barrels
- Temperature regulation from 3 ° C to 12 ° C
- Cooling of the barrel from 25 ° C to 5 ° C in 9 hours
- Digital display with function indications
- Courtesy Led light
- Extractable liquid collection tank
- All visible components are easily washable
- available free standing version
- Recommended room temperature: 15 ° C - 25 ° C

Series Accessories
_ AC and DC power cables
_Cleaner bottle for not pressurized
barrels
_Rubber rings
_Units of distribution
_Tube for CO2 and pressure gauge
_16G CO2 cartridges and adapters
_Exhaust valve

Technical datas
stainless steel 304 and polypropylene
stainless steel and chrome details
on request
H 458 x W 595 x D 323 mm
H 460 x W 597 x D 325 mm
H 450 x W 560 x D 325 mm
22 Kg
H 600 x W 700 x D 455 mm
23 Kg
0,19 m3
70 W
<25 dBA
Peltier effect thermoelectric system
1.2 kWh/24h
230 V AC ~ 12 V DC
schuko
CE - CB - GS

Material:
Main colour:
Other colours available:
Product dimensions:
Measures of the forniture for flush mounting for fit for frame installation:
Measures of the forniture for flush mounting:
Net weight:
Packaging dimensions:
Gross weight:
Volume:
Power:
Noise level:
Cooling:
Energy consumption in a year:
Voltage:
Standard connection cable:
Approvals:
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